HOW IT ALL STARTED

#Career_in_towage

I started my career in a more traditional role. To be
honest, I still don’t really know why I went to sea.
Maybe growing up on an island or because my father
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had been to sea subconsciously gave me the idea.
The 80s were a barren period for British shipping and
taking on cadets was probably furthest from their
minds but I managed to secure a cadetship with the
Royal Fleet Auxiliary and off I went. I spent 18 years
at sea and for the most part I thoroughly enjoyed it
sailing on a variety of ships and all over the world.
As seems to be common these days I was made
redundant on more than one occasion. After one such
time I stumbled across an advert for a Tug Mate with
a small independent British Tug owner who had just
secured a contract servicing a UK refinery. And so
began my towage career. Having spent some time as
Mate I was promoted to Master onboard and spent
seven very enjoyable years driving their ASD tugs.
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Regrettably again the refinery closed and I found
myself in search of new employment until my present
employers KOTUG International, now Kotug Smit,
offered me employment, first in Rotterdam and now
in the UK where their business is steadily growing. I
have worked on a variety of their tugs including the
Rotor Tug, Azimuth Tractor Drives and Azimuth Stern
Drives. The work is varied and I am often working in
challenging conditions on strong tidal rivers. We work
a two week on/off schedule which allows for a good
work life balance. Day to day work varies dependent
on shipping but on top of the towage days are kept
filled with planned maintenance, survey work and
admin.
Even in the 15 years I’ve been involved in the towage
industry, tug design continues to evolve.
Port authorities are demanding more bollard pull for
the larger ships we are now seeing but with existing
or smaller tug hulls. Compliment these issues with
crews now living onboard more regularly than was
the case previously creates a need for some
ingenious designs to be developed.
Looking forward it seems the push towards
autonomous ships and tugs is gathering pace and I
don’t doubt the technology will become more reliable
in the future. What I don’t doubt also is that you can
never take away the human element required in
shipping and the towage industry as no remote
controlled vessel comes with the years of gained
experience which so many good tug boat Captains
carry with them.
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